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GIVING STUDENTS
‘THE SLIGHT EDGE’. 



“Is it worth it to take time away 
from teaching content in order to 
directly teach self help skills and 

skills related to persistence?”

The Question?



YES!!!! 



PDF available for 
free online: 
http://wwwdale
mcnelly.com/The
%20Slight%20Edg
e.pdf

The audio book 

runs about $10 

and is easily 

searchable.

http://wwwdalemcnelly.com/The Slight Edge.pdf


…Lessons from 
‘The Slight Edge’…  



Lesson #1:   Success 
is the Progressive 
Realization of a 
Worthy Ideal.  



Lesson #2:  

Success is the sum of 
small efforts and 
disciplines repeated 
day in and day out. 



Lesson #3:  
Every decision you 
make is a ‘Slight Edge’ 
decision….





Lesson #4:

What you do matters.  
What you do today matters. 
What you do everyday matters.  



Lesson #5: 
The Slight Edge is having 
faith in the process that 
repeated positive actions, 
performed over a long 
enough period of time will 
lead to success. 



Lesson #6: 
Simple errors in 
judgment 
compounded over 
time are devastating…



Lesson #7: 
Having access to 
information and 
technology are not the 
answer.    



Lesson #8

Success is not a 
quantum leap…

….Or is it? 



Lesson #9:

Plant, Cultivate, 
Harvest.



Lesson #10:

Time is the secret 
ingredient to success…



Lesson #11:
Everything to be 
successful in life is easy 
to do… the problem is 
that these things are 
also easy not to do.



Lesson #12

Philosophy

Attitude

Actions

Results

Success!



1)Work through the entire assignment 
without looking forward to the answers.

2)Check you answers.  Retry any which you 
got incorrect.

3) If all else fails,  watch the solutions video.



etc…



etc…

http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=22t6G1MzgTdf
http://www.livescribe.com/cgi-bin/WebObjects/LDApp.woa/wa/MLSOverviewPage?sid=22t6G1MzgTdf


Lesson #13: 

“Do the thing and you 
will have the power.”

– Ralph Waldo Emerson



Lesson #14
Knowledge and practice are 
both equally important.



Lesson #15 

Your practice will not 
always be easy and 
perfect…



My Music Analogy  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ix6R9Yt7iwY

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ix6R9Yt7iwY


Lesson #15
Knowledge  vs.  Anxiety….  



Lesson #16  

Successful people take 
responsibility for their 
actions.  



Lesson #17:   

You are the combined 
average of the 5 
people with whom you 
associate the most.  



Lesson #18:  

Comfortable now … 
Uncomfortable later.

Uncomfortable now .. 
Comfortable later.  



Lesson #19:  

Have Definitiveness of Purpose…

“There is one quality which one must 
possess to win, and that is definitiveness 
of purpose, the knowledge of what one 
wants, and a burning desire to possess 
it.”  - Napoleon Hill



Lesson #20:

Build Momentum...

Who ran the race?  The 
tortoise or the hare?



Lesson #21:  

Make it a Habit…

“Sow an act, reap a habit.

Sow a habit, reap a character

Sow a character, reap a destiny.”     



rtPeA 
Invest $1200 at 7% annual 
interest rate.  How much will 
your investment be worth in 40 
years?    ($19,700)

A “Slight Edge” Math Example…..  



Invest $1200 at 7% every year for 
the next 40 years. How much 
will your investment be worth?

../../../../VTI/Vti.exe


Lesson #22:  

Continual Course Correction…



Lesson #23  

Remember:  Results 
come last…



In addition to the lessons…..  

Inspirational quotes about working hard and 
staying focused on the tops of handouts…

“Slight edge integrity is about what you do 
when no one is watching.  It is about doing 
the that you said you were going to do 
long after the mood in which you said it 
has left you.”  Jeff Olson



Slight Edge Commercials
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXJ1FZKwI7c You are limitless      

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrrlEaffZ4w Cross The Line

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_61FiMIktNA Slight Edge Book Review

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjht5BbrdI Slight Edge Philosophy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5migDz5JTc Work Hard and Study Hard

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5q780fa1vY Never Give up

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EGWEUf9Xr8 Dear Hardwork…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTyN0upf8Ws Will Smith

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xVbLZ6LPo0 Get up and Move

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49xwX1TzjFQ Don’t be Lazy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ldCZYz3TzQ Choose the Right Path

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puD4L1o9uO0 Expect to be successful

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXJ1FZKwI7c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FrrlEaffZ4w
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_61FiMIktNA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qFjht5BbrdI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5migDz5JTc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j5q780fa1vY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EGWEUf9Xr8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OTyN0upf8Ws
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2xVbLZ6LPo0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=49xwX1TzjFQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ldCZYz3TzQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=puD4L1o9uO0


The Results…  ???? 





And so I’ll continue….  

“Teaching kids to count is 
fine, but teaching them 
what counts is best.”

-Bob Talbert


